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TIGER'S CLAWS TEAR YELLOWJACKETS
MARTIN SUCCEED!
riGERS GIVE CITAOEL MERRY BATTLE
FOR SECOND WIN OVER GEORGIA TECH
IN CASE GAME FULL OF REAL GLASS MAY AS HEAD OF .
Jungle Basketeers Show Finishing Punch in Scrappy Melee
Clemson Plays Brilliant Basketball
ATHLETIC
BODY
in Past and Furious Bulldog
With Indoor Tornado—Carter Newman And
GLEE GLOB SCORES
Contest

Citadel's
much-talked-of
Bulldog's hit a snag Friday night when
they met the Clemson Tigers. The
Chalestonians
found
themselves
pitted against a Jungle five which
conceded no ground, and during
the first half it looked like a Clemson victory was on the boards.
However, Citadel finally, after forty
minutes of basketball that showed
more class than any other seen
here this year, won by the score of
25 to 21.
Captain "Pinky" Colbert took his
team-mates out on the floor at the
opening whistle and preceded to
show the famous visitors some real
basketball.
By the stellar shooting of Johnson and Newman and
the superb
guarding of
Colbert
and Bunch, the Tigers reeled off
seven points before the Bulldogs
scored.
The real merit of Teddy Weeks,
John Douglas, and Company was
not to be denied, however, and the
cadets from, the Battery tied the
count twice in the first half, but
found themselves two points behind when the half ended.
Citadel went into the lead soon
after the second period began and
stayed ahead by a precariously narrow margin until the last shot.
There was no certainty for them
until it was all over, because they
were never more than four points
ahead.
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(Continued on page 2)

im MUSIC MAKERS
HEAR N.Y. SYMPHONY
About, twenty
cadets had the
pleasure and the privilege of hearing
the New
York
Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of
Walter Damrosch last week. The
concert started at 8:30 P. M. on
Wednesday at the Textile Hall
in
Greenville.
The
program
was exceptionally brilliant and the
writer fears to attempe an adjective that would do the rendition
justice. A full symphony orchestra
is worth hearing at any time, but
one of the aforesaid orchestra's
calibre is a treat and an opportunity that every one should try to take
advantage of.
Prof, and Mrs. Freeman,
and
Prof. E. L. Carpenter took the
journey with the fortunate band
members, and
their
instruction
helped the boys appreciate the intricate beauty of the music very
much.
—E. W. C

"Johnnie" Johnson Shine

BIG HIT ON TRIP
THROUIHJAROLINA

Council men and Managers Chosen
at Athletic Association Meeting

At the recent meeting of the
Performance at Home to be Given Athletic Association the faculty and
in Chapel Friday Night at 7:00 student representatives were elected for the coming year.
Prof.
P. M.
S. M. Martin was elected to sucThe Tiger singers returned to ceed Capt. T. E. May as the presiF. B.
Clemson late Sunday night, a tired dent of the Association.
but happy and completely sung-out Leitzsey, of the student body, was
bunch of boys. They had forgotten elected as Vice-president and Secre
The other representatives
all about the shows they had giv- tary.
on
the
athletic Council were:
en—their one topic being the hospiDr.
F.
H.
Pollard
tality of the Columbia and Florence Faculty,
and
Prof.
W.
D.
Reed;
Students,
alumni and the people of Sumter
and Darlington.
Did they have G. I. Finklea, J. E. Walker, W.
a good time? "Oh, my, if it had R. Roy, and W. W. Bryan.
Prof. S. M. Martin, President
been any better we'ed keep quiet
so that we wouldn't wake up and is a man who student might
find it all a dream." The trip was well depend on to represent them.
a big success in every way, and He is a friend to all of the stunow the club is looking forward dents and admired and respected
with eager eyes to the time when by all who know him. He always
they appear before the corps; this has the best interest of the stuwill be on Friday night at seven dents and of Clemson at heart.
o'clock. In view of the fact that "Major" Martin has devoted a
the club wants every cadet and great part of his life to the colperson on the campus to attend lege and it is fitting that the stuthe performance, it has decided to dents choose him as the one to recharge
only
twenty-five
cents present them and to be President
of the Athletic Association.
Dr.
(Continued on page 2)
Pollard and Prof. Reed are both
men who are held in high esteem
by all the students and justly popular with the cadet corps.
They
are both intensely interested in
the athletics of the college. Prof
Reed is coach of the track team.
The managers of the various
Track Started Monday—Some Base- teams were next elected. S. W.
ball Men Out—Company BaseHenry was elected manager of the
ball Wednesday
baseball team with W. A. White
and R. H. Hope as assistants and
Monday afternoon
saw
Riggo L. E. Cromer and T. R. Little as
Field again blossoming with ath- sub-assistants. W. A. Farmer was
letes. Coach Reed had his track- elected manager of the football
sters out for their initial work. team.
G. C. Dupre and C. M.
Captain May had a few of his ball
Turner were elected assistants with
players tossing the pill around. G. F. Klugh and J. T. Burgess as
Very soon the real work will be
sub-assistants
under way.
The abovementioned
men
are
A large siuad of candidates re- fully capable of the work which
ported for the track team. Coach they have been chosen to perform
Reed wants a big bunch of men, and the students were wise in
so that he can pick and choose their choice.
with ample competition.
Light
Before the meeting adjourned
work-outs were the order of the Capt. T. E. May, retiring President
day. The cinder path men will be Made a short speech thanking the
loosened up and conditioned in students for the honor they had
the next few days. Then will come bestowed on him in the past. He
the hard grind.
said that he was leaving Clemson
Jack Chandler, star, sprinter, was in June for foreign duty but that
on the track the first afternoon. he would always remember ClemHe looks good for another gre"' son and the students here and exseason, after being sick last year. pressed a wish that things at the
Company
baseball
will
start college would be carried on even
Wednesday afternoon. Play will be better in the future than in the
in the
form of an
elimination past
He expressed a wish that
tournament, a team drops out when Clemson would continue to improve
it loses.
Some good timber for in all branches of athletics until
the varsity will probably be de- she reached the top in southern
colleges.
Capt. May has made a
veloped.
—W. W. B. host of friends among the students

SPRING SPORTS TAKE
FIELD FOR PRACTICE

/

Troving conclusively .that there are basketball teams in other places
than Atlanta, Georgia, the Clemson Tigers fought hard through every
minute of 'a fiercely contested basketball game Saturday night to down the
Yellowjackets of Georgia Tech 32 to 30. It was the second vcitory for the
Tigers over Tech, the other being wrested from the Tornado in Atlanta.
Also it was the third victory, without defeat, over Southern Conference
teams for the state of Georgia.
Captain^ "Pinky" Colbert and his men were defending their title of
"Georgia Champions" and they did it right nobly. The basketball played
by the two teams was not on a par, as to either skill or beauty, with that
shown by either team in the Clemson-Citadel game. But the Jungaleers
brought vast gobs of joy to thir supporters by getting stronger instead of
weaker as the game progressed. And when the final test came, with fifteen seconds to play, those Tigers, with "Johnnie" Johnson shooting the
It was a regular scrap and the
Tigers were not to be dismayed
by any Tornado, Golden or otherwise.
They kept going to the
last gun, and refused to let either fate or the Yellowjackets wrest

COLE AND UTTLEJOHN
ATTEND R.O.T.C. MEET

Clemson College was represented
by Col. O. R. Cole and Mr. J. C
Littlejohn at the annual meeting
in Atlanta of the R. O. T. C. Colleges in the Fourth Corps Area
on February 14th. Practically every
college in the Southeastern part
of the United States was represented at this meeting.
Problems of common interest to
the schools and colleges were discussed. In the course of the meeting it developed that on the average approximately thirteen percent
of the number of cadets for graduation are in the R. O. T. C. branches.
It was learned that the enrollment
in the R. O. T. C. is increasing
at the rate of about ten percent
per annum throughout the United
States.
The late Dr. W. M. Riggs was
President of this Association at
the time of his.death.
Dr. Cox,
President of Emory University, was
the retiring President this year,
and he was succeeded by Dr. M. L.
Brittain, President of the Georgia
School of Technology.
Dean Snelling of the University
of Georgia and Mr. J. C. Littlejohn,
Registrar of Clemson College, were
elected members of the Executive
Committee.
On Saturday, the visitors were
guests of Emory University at a
Luncheon in the Ansley Hotel in
Atlanta.
faculty and alumni and it is with
a feeling of deep regret that we
see him depart from us in June.
We all join in to wish him success
and hope that he will come back
to Clemson whenever possible where
we assure him that a hearty welcome will always await him.
—G. W. G.

victory from their hands.
As to the personalities of the
game, it may be proclaimed that
Carter Newman and
"Johnnie"
Johnson were the stars.
Carter's
peerless shooting accounted for a
big part of the Clemson pointage.
"Johnnie's" play at the other forward was glorious to behold. And
"Pinky" Colbert,
despite
being
slightly off as to skill, displayed
that old Oklahoma fight in abundant quantities.
Wycoff
The crowd was very much interested in the showing of one big
Douglas Wycoff, whose fame as
Tech's all-Southern fullback is widespread. Mr. Wycoff, on a basketball floor, lacked a lot of being a
star.
He made some neat plays
and was always in the game, but
there are many better.
Captain
Fred Moore was the Jackets star.
He played alert and skillful basketball and stopped
many Tiger
plays.
Wilder led offensively for
Tech.
Through the first half Tech held
the lead a good part of the time.
The Tigers rallied, however, before the half ended, and took the
lead, being three points ahead at
the half.
Then through the second half, Clemson still stayed ahead
until near the end.
And then
came the testing time, and the
Tigers were not wanting.
The Finish
Clemson was just one point ahead.
Wilder shot a basket for Tech,
putting the Jackets in front. Carter Newman came back to put Clemson ahead once more.
The time
was only a matter of seconds.
Tech
committed
a
foul,
and
"Pinky" put in the free throw.
And the Tigers did their stuff.
The score was now 30 and 30,
(Continued on page 2)
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"The Flowers That Bloom in
the Spring, Tra- La!" Baseball
and track will be in full swing
soon.
Plans are being made for the
Junior-Senior. TJpperclassmen make
your plans for the biggest social
event of the year.

elation makes It fitting that, at
this time, his signal services to the
Tigers be recognized.
Coming to Clemson during the
regime of "Doc" Stewart, Captain
May immediately fitted into the athletic department and did yeoman
service from the very start.
He
has assisted in the coaching of
every Clemson football team since
he has been here, being associated
with both "Doc"
Stewart
and
"Bud" Saunders in the development of Clemson
elevens.
To
Captain May, with his thorough
knowledege of athletics and his
ability to
inculate the
fighting
spirit, goes a goodly share of credit for whatever success Clemson
teams have had.
Also assisting in the coaching
of basketball and baseball, Captain
May has aided materially in the
carrying out of those sports. His
last service to Clemson will be the
coaching of the baseball nine this
spring.
The Cadet Corps was quick to
recognize the magnetic leadership
and athletic experience of Captain
May by electing him president of
the Athletic Association.
He has
served in that office for three
years. Now he retires, as he will
leave Clemson in June, his detail
by the War Department expiring
at that time.
An adopted son of the Tiger
Clan, he is one of its leaders, and
every Clemson man owes him a
debt of gratitude for the services
he has rendered.
A living example of clean, virile
Americanism, Captain May has been
admired by Clemson students since
he first came here.
Wherever he may go, The Tiger
and the Cadet Corps it represents
wish him the finest of success.
May he always consider himself
a Clemson Tiger, for Clemson will
always remember him as such.
— W. W. B.

TIGER'S CLAWS
The Tiger basketeers should make
TEAR YELLOWJACKETS
a great showing at the tournament.
(Continued from page 1)
Are you showing them that you
and less than thirty seconds were
expect them to do so?
left. The tip-off came and "Johnthe
ball
through.
Verily a little shot makes a big. nie" looped
It
was
won,
for
the
timer
fired
sore arm.
Have you had your
his
gun
just
after
the
next
tiptyphoid inoculation yet? Many of
off.
na have. We'll say we have!
The Cadets swept onto the floor
and
carried the team off triumThe Glee Club gives its home
phantly.
A shirt-tail parade and
performance in the Chapel Friday
night. Every man be out to hear bonfire, amid the tolling of the
the Tiger Songbirds, who have bell in the college tower, completed
the celebration.
made a hit on their trip through
Line-Up:
the state.
Clemson (82)
Ga Tech (80)
Johnson (6)
Wilder (9)
The Tiger regrets
that
Rev.
George E. Zachary, for whom the
Newman (17)
Episcopal cadets gave a dinner
Saturday night, is leaving Clemson.
Roy (2)
We wish him much success in his
broader field.
Colbert (5)
Major Martin is the new Athletic
Association president. Well qualified for the position, he will undoubtedly be an able leader. The
Tiger extends best wishes for his
administration
and
offers
its
cooperation.
Station
WSAC,
the
Clemson
broadcasting plant, has been heard
in Marseilles, France. A card form
Jack Renault, we wonder if he is
the boxer, Renault) says parts of
the
John
Townsend
program,
broadcast several weeks ago, reached sunny France very clearly.
That's sending the Tiger's roar
abroad with a vim.

Wilde (5)
F.
Barron (4)
Rosser
G.

Bunch (1)

Hall
G.
Substitutions: Clemson, Palmer
for Bunch,
Austin for
Colbert,
Colbert for
Austin, Bunch
for
Palmer; Tech, Moore (3) for Hall,
Wycoff (2) for Barron, Parrish (2)
for Wilder,
Barron for
Wilde,
Wilde for Barron, Wilder for Parrish, Rober fo Wycoff, Moeland (5)
for Wilde.
Score at half: Clemson 17, Tech
14.
Referee, McMillian, P. C.
—W. W. B.
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SENIOR DANCE TO BE
HELD FRIDAY NIGHT
Fourth Year Men to Give Second
Hop—Jungaleers to Play—
About Fifty Girls on List
Another good time is in store
for all those cadets who dance.
Friday night the Senior Dancing
Club will give their second dance
of the year, and those students
who desire to partake of the enjoyment that is to be offered on
that evening are urged to attend.
The decorating committee has
been hard at work during the last
ten days, and the old dance hall
in1 the Agricultural Building now
resembles a
palace.
It is the
ernest desire of the members of
this committee that the cadets
will be careful not to tear the
decorations from the walls during
the dance. It does not seem necessary to mention such a thing as
this to Clemson students, but the
acts of tearing the decorations are
not committed purposely, but rather
through thoughtlessness on the part
of some few cadets.
The number of girls on the list
now numbers about fifty, and rare
ability has been shown in the selection of the fairer sex because
there is certainly a selective number of young ladies on the list.
Of course this will add materially
to the gayety of the occasion.
Practically all of the girls have
been placed by now and the cadets
are requested to go see your hostess as soon as possible and thank
her for taking care of your girl.
The music for the dance will
be furnished by the best what is!
The "Jungaleers" can't be beat,
and their excellent brand of jazz
will certainly
make the
Senior
Dance a complete success.
—J- B. C.

CLEMSON MEN ATTEND
A. S, M. LEATHERING

GLEE CLUB SCORES BIG HIT
(Continued from page 1)
admission. The only reserved seats
in the house will be the left center
section which has been set aside
for the campus people and the
cadets that bring girls.
The performance will have to
start promptly at seven o'clock so
that it will be out in time for the
dance.
A few newspapers gave interesting and complimentary comments
on the work of the club.
The Columbia Record: with r.
pleasing assortment of vocal and
orchestral selections and with the
well
performed acting of
two
black face comedians put in by
way of variety, the performance of
the Clemson
Glee
Club
given
Wednesday evening
at Columbia
college was a very good one and
was well received by an enthusiastic audience. The performance of
the club received long and hearty
applause and apparently was greatly enjoyed.
The Sumter Daily Item: Thursday night the Clemson Glee Club
was greeted by a large crowd at
the Girls High School Auditorium,
judging from the many repeated
encores, the crowd thoroughly enjoyed the program in every respect.
Joseph Warren gave the Sumter
boys and girls some sound advice
in regards to the kind of bait to
use when fishing for something
other than
fish.
The quartet
Boyd Buck, Shands and Shealey
was greatly enjoyed, also the cornet solo rendered by Rod Heller,
The end men, Fred Leitzsey and
Jake Cromer are hard to beat.
The Florence Times: Florence
was given a delightful treat Friday night when the Clemson Glee
Club appeared in the high school
auditorium under the auspicies of
the high school annual. The large
auditorium was well filled, and the
program of song, music and minstrel was thoroughly enjoyed.
The students of the high school
were given a rare treat yesterday
morning when they were entertained by the Clemson Quartet.
The quartet sang four selections.
Their voices were perfect harmony
and their music was greatly appreciated by the students.

TIGKR8 GIVE CITADEL
MERRY BATTLK
(Continued from page 1)
Real Class
It was indeed a battle of finished
basketball.
The Tigers put out
some inspired playing which put
them quite on a level with the undoubtedly
great
Citadel
crew.
"Johnnie" Johnson's play at forward was magnificent, and Carter
Newman's long shots were phenomenal. "Funny Paper"Bunoh showed the Bulldogs by his great guarding that Charlestonians can play
in great style for other schools than
The Citadel. "Pinky" Colbert also
demonstrated
convincingly
that
others than John Douglas can handle a basketball as it should be
handled.
For the visitors, be it said that
they handle and follow the ball
with the skill of finished artists.
Weeks and Douglas did not belie
their reputation, and Weinberg was
a worthy addition to the pair, while
Saunders and Wagner were great
with their guarding.
Scrapping with the fire of two
schools noted for their fighting
ability, the teams never relented in
their play. It was evident to the
wildly thrilled gathering of fans
that every Tiger and every Bulldog was giving every ounce of his
energy.
Line-Up
Citadel (25)
Clemson (21)
Weeks (8)
Johnson (7)
F.
Douglas (4)
Newman (8)
F.
Weinberg (8)
Roy (1)
C.
Saunders (5)
Colbert (1)
G.

Wagner
Bunch(4)
Substitutions: Citadel, Conlon for
Weinberg; Clemson, Brock for Roy,
Roy for Brock.
Score at half. Clemson 13, Citadel 11.
Referee, McMillian, P. C.
—W. W. B.

GARDENING
BE A VEGETARIAN

Practice
home economy.
At the meeting of the Carolina
Section of the American Society
Have a garden the year round.
of Mechanical Engineers in AsheThe Club is scheduled to be in Begin now. I can assist you.
ville on Saturday, February 14th, Gaffney on the 28th and SpartanCommunicate with me at
Clemson College was represented by burg on the 29th, and in the ClemActing President S. B. Earle, a son College Chapel at 7:00 o'clock Clinkscales & Crowther's.
member of the Executive Committee Friday, the 20th.
C. B. HENRY.
of the Society, and Professors E.
L. Carpenter and W. O. Shubert.
A meeting of the Executive Committee was held at the
Battery
Park Hotel at five o'clock Saturday afternoon
At six o'clock a
very delightful banquet was served
at the Battery Park Hotel, thirty
guests being present. At the banquet papers were
read by Mr.
Alexander McPherson, a member
of the firm of J. E. Sirrine & Co.
of Greenville, on 'Material Handling," and by Mr. C. E. Waddell,
a prominent consulting engineer of
Asheville, on "By Product Power."
The next meeting of the Institute will be in Charlotte, N. C. on
Our Clemson Specialties TnHndg
March 16th and 17th at which
Loose Leaf Net* Books
Clemson Jewelry
Note Book KHere
Pennants
time the General Council of the
Lefax Note Beoks
PiiioW CoTerg
American Society of Mechanical
Eversharp Peaclls
Cameras
Engineers will be in session.
It
££?££/•■■
Pnotographlc Supplies
Stationery
is hoped that representatives from
NorrIa Candlea
this entire section will be present,
RABK) SETS AND SUPPLIES
as this is the first time in its history that a meeting of the Institute has been held in North Carolina.

Sget:—"Dja ever ride a horse
before?"
"I don't know if you've heard
CAPTAIN T. E. MAY
Rookie.—"N-n-o, sir.
what I've heard—"
The retirement of Captain ThomSgt:—"Take this one. Just the
"I don't know what you've heard,
as E. May from the presidency of animal for you. Never been ridden but if you've heard what I've heard
the Clemson College Athletic Asso- before. You can start together.
you!ve heard, you've heard wrong."

A FULL LINE OF DRUGS AND SUNDRIES

L. CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE
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PIEDMONT COLLEG E
REV, JENSEN SPEAKS DANGE AND SUPPER
FOR EPISCOPALIANS
AT SUNDAY VESPERS
DEFEATSJRESHMEN
We were indeed fortunate in
having to speak for us Sunday
night at Vesper Service Reverend
Jensen, who.is a resident of Omaha, Nebraska, and is visiting his
son, Professor Jensen.
Reverend Jensen
took as his
subject the sentence, "Who is he
who
overcometh
the
world?"
Alexander The Great subdued the
world and wept because there were
no other people to conquer. "He
who overcometh the world must
have a right attitude of the world."
Alexander, then, must have known
the desires and ambitions which
governed
men.
"It is here we
must fight or lose out." We must
if we expect to become great, first
conquer our self.
We must be
able to withstand temptation.
A person once lived in a virtuous life until middle age.
He
had given his talent for the advancement of his fellow men and
for those things which make a
better world.
To continue this
useful life meant that he would
be the world's greatest man; but
he let Satin into his life and died
as a disgrace to humanity.
"We must not compromise" A
foreigner came to America and
accumilated quite a fortune.
In
taking to a friend he said, when I
came to America I did not have
any money,
or education,
and
knew 'of neither God nor Satan;
but now I
have money,
social
standing education, and am good
friends with both God and Satan."
How utterly mistaken that man is,
for "Must not compromise.
We
cannnot serve both God and Devil.
We must resist evil temptations if
we .wish to be acknowledged by
God.
"How are we to overcome?" A
girl,
disfigured by a
birthmark
whic covered
half of her
face,
found life miserable, because as
she walked along the streets everyone looked to her face. She considered going to some "fake cures,"
but decided to go first to her Sunday School teacher for advice. Her
teacher said, "I cannot tell you to
go, and I am not going to say not
to go; but whatever you do pray
that you may be beautiful within."
The girl prayed as advised and became so beautiful within that she
won her side of Omaha's best
young men.
We overcome by
faith in God.
Every one enjoyed Rev. Jensen's
talk and we all join in hoping he
enjoys his visit to the South lands.

AS SOCIETY ELECTS
OFFIGERSJOR TERM
Address by Prof. Starkey and Hot
Debate Feature Program
The Agricultural Society held
its regular meeting last Thursday
night and as the officers for the
third term were to be elected, the
debate was the only part of the
program carried out.
The query
for the debate was: "Resolved
that Clemson College should be
made strictly an Agricultural College by the
elimination
of instruction in other courses.
The affirmative was upheld by
C. A. Long, and B. W. Freeland,
the negative, by K. B. Sanders,
and R. D Steer. The query was
thoroughly discussed by both sides
but the final decision of the judges
was in favor of the negative.
After the debate was completed
officers were elected, they were

Farewell in Honor of Rev. Zachary Goal
Who Goes to Griffin.
On Saturday
night after
the
game with Tech, the Episcopal
cadets gathered at the hotel to
honor the Reverend G. E. Zachary
with a farewell dinner.
Practially all of the cadets of that denomination were there, and to make
the occasion more enjoyable, many
of the fair stenogs and girls on
the campus were present.
Their
grace and beauty honored the affair, as it could not have been a
sucess without them.
The dinner was served at about
nine o'clock and was
delicious.
Such a meal lingers long in the
memory of a cadet (I can't speak
for the girls) and everyone will
remember this one especially as
it is the best the Social Club has
enjoyed since the writer entered
school here. There 'was very little
taking or laughter until the dessert had been served.
Then the
pandemonium broke loose.
After
trying vainly for a moment or so
to get the attention of all Mr.
Zachary annunced that the speeches
were to be omitted as there was no
time for them. Some of the principal speakers for the evening felt
that they had been cheated of the
effort to show
what they
had
learned under "D. W." and "Prep."
The next
number went
over
splendidly. As the crowd came out
of the dining hall they were met
with strains of music from the
living
room.
Immediately
the
dance »was on and continued for
some time until twelve o'clock.
This part of the evening's entertainment was enjoyed very heartily.
Those who did not dance
seemed very much interested in
watching the others shaking their
feet in a mean manner. The music
was very good and the musicians
deserve great credit for their efforts.
On the whole, the affair was a
great success as many of the cadets
can and will testify.
The grand
thing about it is that we are to
have another before the term is
over.
Keep your eyes open for
the announcement!
Great credit
should be given and is hereby given
to the two cadets who made the
get-together possible and such a
success as it was. These two cadets are D. M. Daniels, and J. A.
Shanklin. Mr. Zachary has worked
mightly hard for the cadets to
have such meetings and we will
miss his efforts along this line.
May the young people of Griffin
appreciate him as we do.
as follows: President, J. H. Keel.
Vice-President, T. E. McLeod, Recording Secretary,
S. F. Wells,
Corresponding
Secretary,
J. M.
L^mm'on, Senior Critic, K. M.
Mace, ' and Seargent at 'arms, J.
C. Bagwell. "Under the leadership
of these very efficient officers the
society should take a great stride
forward and do very efficient work
this term.
Professor
Starkey
gave
the
society a very interesting lecture;
his subject being, "Why is one
individual greater than another?"
He atributed the reasons to the
following causes. First, some men
work harder than others; second,
some men will stick to their jobs
better than others; third some men
have better characters than others;
fourth, some men are more competent than others.

Shooting Poor, But
Cubs Fight Hard

THREE

SLOAN B ROS

Tiger

NOW IN LOWER STORE

NEW UP-TO-DATE LINE OF STATIONERY

In a game characterized by poor
shooting on the part of both con-,
testants, the
Piedmont
College
team licked the Clemson Cubs in
a game that was interesting never
the-less.
Time after time, the Cubs would
get together and swamp the opposing five; fling the oval with
all the gusto that could be dePAY US A VISIT
sired—but sad to say the ball seldom reached its destination. Eight
WE WILL APPRECIATE IT
men were used in an endeavor to
stop the rising Piedmont score, but
it was all in vain.
Big Tom MoGHone played a
very steady game for the Cubs,
34th Year at Clemson
and his steady work deserves commendation.
Eskew played well— an
in fact they all played well, but
they just couldn't count. Perhaps
their weakest point was their failure to follow up their long shots.
For the visitors, Sheridan stayed ^^^^^^H$H^^^^^^H^^H$M$H^^^^^M$M$H$^H$»
foremost.
He played aggressively
ft.
and collected five
field
goals.
Forester was the only other opwho got more than one field goal.
Capt. May and Monsieur Funny
Bunch officiated in order as menInvites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times. V
tioned. A 'date' that Funny was
too " timid" to break caused him
to be late and delayed the game |* WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES^
for a sort time.
Liine-TTp
See us about Meal Tickets.
Cubs (17) Piedmont College (21)
Harling (3)
Sheridan (10)
Managed by
F.
Midkiff (6)
Gill (3)
MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT
- F.
McGlone (2)
Head (2)

ARROW COLLARS AND SHIRTS
TIES, HOSE AND SHOES

CLEMSON THEME TADLETS

f

THE CLEMSON T CAFE

x
t

f

T

tT

See LL KELLER |

C.

Warr

Stencipher
G.

Martin

Forester (4)
G.
Substitutions
Clemson;
Eskew
(1) Allison (2)
Munday (3).
Piedmont Cackrell and Chambers (2).
—E. W. C.

T
T

INSURANCE fT
F. B. MORGAN
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.

SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS

X
it

LIFE, FIRE, AUTO, T
T
ACCIDENT
T
P. O. Box 267
Telephone 98
Community Store Building

THE COMMUNITY STORE
CLEMSON COLLEGE

:HINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS
Cash Cadet Checks.
Agency Flosheim Shoes
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
Athletic Goods.
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Carry a line of Dry Goods, Skirts,
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
lots of things you will nee* while
at school.
Make you feel at hosts any time you
come down aa« always glad to
see yoa.
WHI Hal* Mafco tfao «{«r Row
foe 1M4

THE COMMUNITY SXOBRE, INC
CLM80N CSLI.EOK, S. C.

FOR WALK-OVER SHOES
ARMY OR

DRESS

CLEMSON TIGER BELTS
And All Other Articles for Cadets

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHING

t%4#4WM&4&&&$&Mr<M&&<&&&*&
30 Years at Clemson

'■\

1
I

HARRY G. M1RAYER, INC

I11

"The men's style store of Anderson."

1

Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
ALSO

GRIFFON CLOTHING FOR $25 - $58

HARRY G. MCBRAYER, INC.

i
SSI

ANDERSON. S. C.

FOUR
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beautiful stariway leading to the

floor and the huge old fashTHOMAS G. CLEMSON ' second
ioned kitchen of slavery days and
big dining room; and especiOWNED PLANTATION the
ally one of the largest and most
beautiful old time flower gardens
saw, fronting and flanking
IN EDGjFIELD Itheeverdwelling
and running away

My eyes were tightly closed;
my lips were firmly pressed and
I squeezed. Yes, I was trying to
blow a bugle.
"At last I've gotten my name
in print," said the new boy as
he read his name on the delinquency report.
THE JOKE COLUMNS QUIZ
1. Where did McCormac wake up
on the morning of. January 12,
1925?
3. (a) What kind of entertainment was held in Room (?) on the
night of Nevember 19, 1925?
(b) Who was the entertainer?
(c) Who was in training?
(d) Who broke training (if
any)?
(e) Who was on the wagon?
(f) Who was sucked in?
4. Who stole Dr. Daniel's cigars?
5. Why can one eye see so darn
much?
6. Who carried Dr. Muntz snipe
hunting?
7. Who gave Cap. Lee some
onions for Saturday supper and
why?
S. Who is Capt. Braden?
9. Which
one
of the
SAM
BROWNS can use the most profanity?
10 .Which one of the faculty
talks the most? (This question is
easy).
L. R. Booker says, "I'm not going to get married in June, so
don't you get
that darn
thing
started around here."
WE MUST BE UNITED
"United we stand, divided
wed."

we

"Mine is no idle tale," said the
busy freshman as he leaned over
for another whack.
She wouldn't kiss him in the
canoe, so he paddled her back.
—Green Gander
BURNIE. BURNIE
He:—"We're coming to a tunnel; are you afraid?"
She.—"Not if you take that cigar
out of your mouth."
CONVERTED
Benda:—"Ann told me she worshiped her figure."
Benday:—"And what did you
say?
Benda:—"Nothing. I embraced
here religion."
ASK DAD HE KNOWS
Dear Editor:—I went auto riding with a strange man last night.
Did I do wrong?"
Answer—Probably.
N. Y. Medley
WRONG AGAIN
The man
(having surrendered
his seat)—"I beg your pardon."
The girl—"I didn't speak."
The man—"Sorry, I'm sure. I
thought I heard you say thank
you."
"Colonels dog took first prize at
the cat show."
"How's was that?"
"He took the cat."

More Historical Matter by Prof.
Holmes on Pounder of Clemson
Headline:—"Faculty Decides To
College.
Cut Out Necking."
The next thing
While seeking some data in-conwe know they will want the stunection with some incidents of Mr.
dents to, too,
—Delaware Review Clemson's life, Professor A. G.
Holmes was attracted by the idea
AMERICAN CAMPUS
that he had never ieard any perLawyer:—"Have you been mar- son who had known Mr. Clemson
ried before?
If so, to whom?" refer to the fact that Mr. Clemson
Movie Star:—"Say, what is this had once owned a fine estate in
old Edgefield District, known as
a memory test?"
Canebrake Plantation.
Mr. ClemWELL, HARDLY EVER!
son had lived there for some time
He—" You never can tell about not many years after his marriage
a woman."
to Anna Maria Calhouu.
Knowing that Mr. B. R. Tillman
He—"And
if you
can, you
of Trenton, S. C, an alumnus of
shouldn't"
Clemson College would be interLove is an itching of the heart ested and was well acquainted with
that you can't scratch.
old Edgefield,
Professor Holmes
asked his aid in locating "CaneCoice—"Mary, what are you doing brake."
After mucn fruitless indown there?"
quiry, Mr. Tillman's efforts were
Mary—"The best I can, father." rewarded by a letter from Mr. B.
—Outlaw
\Y. Crouch of Saluda, South Carolina.
Mr. Crouch tjave not only
"Marcia kissed Jerome last night."
what was sought but added many
"And did he kiss her back?"
details of so much interest, that
"No, she was wearing a sweater."
with his consent, the substance of
—Phoenix
his letter is reproduced as follows:
" have before me the notes of
St. Pete (selecting equipment for
an
abstract to the title of Canenew recruit)— "Harp"?
Pat—"Ye're dam right. An' I'm brake Plantation which lies now
just one mile north of the town
proud uv it."
—Jack-O-Lantern of Saluda, in fact a small portion
of it lies within the corporate li"Did the doctor remove your ap- mits of this town.
This plantation known then as
pendix?"
"Canebrake"
and now so known
"Feels to me like he removed my
was conveyed to Thos*. . Clemson
whole table of contents."
by Arthur Simkins >n October 9,
—Octupus
1843, area 1050 acres, consideraShe "The average woman's cloth- tion $10,000.00 bounded by lands
of Eldred Mobley, John Jennings,
ing only weighs eight ounces."
He—"Yes, and I think it's a Jas. A. Dozier, Allen Dozier,—all
shame they have to wear such heavy eminent citizens of that day; it
is witnessed by Maria Calhoun and
shoes."
J. Edward Calhoun, Probated beWhen a girl goes too far with a fore Geo. Pope, Clerk of Coun
Edgefield District, Dower of Mary
man, she comes back alone.
before
Wm.
—Puppet Simkins renounced
Hubbard, Magistrate, deed recorded
John—"If you wear that dress to at Edgefield, S. C. in Book C. C. C.
page 395, date of record October
the dance you'll get pinched."
Jean—"I don't care so long as 12, 1843.
The prompt recording of this
they don't go any further."
deed
shows something of Mr. Clem—Cctupus
son's attending to important matters PROMPTLY.
"May I kiss you?"
Mr. Clemson deeded this same
"What do you mean, sir?"
tract of land, described therein as
"Well of all the dumbness."
above, to A. L. Dearing April 29,
—Buccaneer
1851,
consideration
$10,000.00
He—"Who was that lady I saw witnessed by J. P. Carroll, afterwards Chancellor and an able lawyou with last night?"
Him—"That was no lady, that was yer, and by S. S. Tompkins, probated and recorded on date deed
your wife."
—Purple Cow bears and was evidently prepared
First Youngster—"Say, do you and executed at Edgefield Court
House and no doubt it was prebelieve in the devil?"
Second—"Naw. It's just like this pared by J. P. Carroll, who as
Santa Claus business;
it's your stated, was afterwards a Chancellor.
This plantation of 1050 acres lay
father."
on both sides of Little
Saluda
Flap—"Belle's mother must be River and just below the conflustupid. I don't believe she knows ence of Red Bank Creek and Mine
a thing."
Creek, which streams flow together
Jack—"What is more, she doesn't inside the corporate limits of the
town of Saluda.
even suspect a thing."
Some of this land is now owned
—Punch Bowl
by L. M. Grigsby, some by his
Fred Gilmer:"I wish to ask you brother Jacob L. Grigsby, some by
a question concerning a tragedy" H. B. White, some by J. A. Nichols
and others. J A. Nichols now reDr. Daniel: "Well."
sides on the very site where the
Fred: "What is my grade?"
Horse: A fellow just told me I mansion in which Clemson lived
once stood. I went to school there
looked like you."
Jack Fewell. "Where is he? I'd in 1880 and recall vividly now the
magnificient two
story
building
like to knock his block off." .
Horse: I knocked him coo-coo that Clemson once lived in, with
its high ceiling and plastered wals,
myself.

back in the rear of it.
Of course my recollections just
enumerated only date back to 1880
when I was quite a small boy and
some 30 years after Mr. Clemson
deeded the land to Dearing but I
am sure much that I saw and refer
to was the work of Mr. Clemson
or done under his direction.
The dwelling stood back from
the old Bauknight Ferry public
road, some 450 feet, and was approached by a driveway through a
long avenue of elm trees.
This mansion—for it was a mansion—was burned about 1885 or
1886 or 1887, when Mr. Frank
Gipson lived there.
For the sake of history, I wish
a photograph of
the
Canbrake
Plantation mansion, showing the
surroundings as
I
recall them
could be found, . but, of course,
there is none in existance.
The fire that destroyed the mansion also destroyed most of the
flower garden and the shrubbery
and what was not destoryed by
the fire was trampled and ruined
when the house now on the site
was being erected.
When I was teaching school in
1894 and was boarding with an
old friend
of mine,
Mr. Moses
Walton, some three miles west of
the present town of Saluda, I was
used to ask him about Clemson
and John C. Calhoun, both of whom
he had seen when a young man.
He told me of having seen Mr.
Calhoun pass his father's home on

his way down to visit Mr. Clemson.
My recollection is that he
described Mr. Clemson as a tall
man and well proportioned. I am
not sure.
Mr. Walton was then living on
the old Clary place across the Big
Saluda River from Old town in
Newberry County—that is he was
living on the Edgefield- side of
Big Saluda River near Old Town
and it was along that old road
that Mr. Calhoun travelled when
he visited Mr. Clemson.
I also, about 1894, talked with
an old negro woman who belonged
to Mr. Clemson and lived with him
when he lived at "Canbrake." She
spoke to him even then as "Mas.
Clemson," or "Mas. Tom," I forget which.
She also remembered John C.
Calhoun
visiting her
"Marster"
and when asked to describe him
spoke of his huge shock of iron
grey hair falling back over his
head. I knew she had seen him.
This old woman died some years
ago near the Old Clary place mentioned above—in fact died on the
Hagood plantation in this county,
once owned by Judge A. P. Butler
and afterwards by Governor Hagood.
I recall that when she spoke to
any one she always "curtsied,"
and even in her
old age
her
curtsier were very graceful."
AH, ME!
She met me—
She necked me—
She told me
She loved me—
She thrilled me—
She—damme—
She married me—roommate.
—Brown Jug.

£ngineering Code
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The Secret of Case
Efficiency
100

90

CASE field reports cover fully the cause and remedy of every interruption in the satisfactory operation of Case machines. Case engineers have reduced the handling of these reports to a science.
Month by month they chart the comparative efficiency and durability of the parts and units affected.
Month by month the charted information is checked
against the record of repair parts sold. From this
record an endurance factor is established by the
simple formula:
Number parts used
= Endurance factor for each part.
Number machines

70

60

Every effort is made to reduce this factor to the
lowest possible point. The whole process of refinement is continuous and now almost automatic in its
operation. No weakness of any kind can escape
attention.

50

This is why the development of Case machines can
be, and has been, carried to a point far in advance of
the ordinary. This is the secret of the efficiency
and dependability of every Case machine.

40

J J.CaseThreshin&Machine Co.
,

(Established 1842)

Dept. B75

Racine, Wisconsin

Case Farm Tractors, Steel Threshers,
Silo Fillers, Baling Presses, Steam Engines, Road Machinery, Grand Detour
Plows and Disk Harrows.
NOTE—Our plows and harrows are NOT
the Case plows and harrows made by the
J. 1 Case Plow Works Company

20
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CLEMSON ORATOR FOR ARCHITECTS TO GIVE
STATE CONTEST TO
PLAYSFOR RENEFIT
Set for February 27.
RE SELECTED SOON DateProf.of Plays
Seigler Directs Work.—

o

B. L. Smith has gone to Columbia
this week to a meeting of the
executive committee of the South
Carolina Intercollegiate Oratorical
Association.
This committee is
meeting to set a definite date for
the state colleges to meet in their
annual contest.
Those men at Clemson who desire
to try out for the contest which
is to be held in this school before
long, are urged to begin work on
their orations as soon as possible.
There will be the usual try-out
among the students of Clemson,
and the student selected by the
judges at this try-out will represent Clemson at the intercollegiate
contest. There is a medal offered
each year to the winner of the
state contest, and the chance to
win this trophy is a reward in itself for the amount of work that
will have to be done. So get to
work at once and let's select the
best possible man to represent
our institution in the state oratorical meeting.
—J.

B.

TIGER

struction, and design of the nation's
finest examples
of
architecture,
will be made. It has been customary, for the students taking architecture, to make a trip to Washington and New York to study architecture, at some time during their
college
course.
It is hoped that
Hope for Large Attendance
the
students
and
the community
By Cadets and Faculty
will turn out "enfore" to assure
Members.
these boys of making this trip to
The Senior and Junior architects Washington, from which they will
are to give three one act plays in derive unlimited benefits.
The Senior and Junior archithe college chapel on Friday night,
February 27th. The purpose of the tects giving the plays are: D. C.
plays is to make traveling ex- Ayers, M. B. Kirton, H. R. Woodpenses for these boys to Washing- side, B. M. Spencer, J. E. Cudd,
ton for their annual inspection R. E. Smith, L. R. Tozier, and
trip.
There, under the guidance W. E. Chapman These men are
of one of the architectural instruc- not only good architects but have
tors, a study of the massing, con- developed, under the patient and

FIVE

capable guidance of Prof. Maurice
Seigler, a real sense of dramatic
ablity. These boys have been hard
at work practicing these plays for
over two months, and do not intend presenting any 2nd class acting. The first play, "A Night At
an Inn." written by Lord Dunsany, one of the foremost writers
of modern
literature,
has been
played with great success on Broadway, and in numerous American
cities. The play is itself a mystery
and the delightful way in which
the author handles the story will
assure its immediate success. The
second play, will be a Burlesque
on the previous play.
From all
reports this is giong to be a side
splitting affair, come prepared for
a laugh. Between the second and

third plays, an exhibition dance
of the Argentine Tango will be
given by Miss Harriette Trowbridge
and D. C. Ayers. The third play,
'The Ghost of Jerry Bundler," is
a comedy and its success is assured
by the large number of hits it has
made wherever played.
The price of the entertainment
is only 35 cents for cadets and
50 cents for others. The reasonableness of the price should guarrantee the presence of every single
cadet and the entire campus folk.
Let's all show our true Clemson
spirit, and turn out "enfore" and
assure these deserving boys of
their trip to Washington by which
they can benefit themselves for
their future career.
—D. C. A.

C.

REAUTY CONTEST
WINNERSJNNOUNCED

B *

I

The eight photographs that are
to adorn the Beauty Section of
Taps '25 have been chosen from
among a representative group of
portraits
submitted
by various
members of the Cadet Corps. Many
beautiful photos were turned in,
and it was indeed a problem to
decide between them.
Three members of the faculty:
Prof. Bradley, Prof. Seigler and
Lt. Emry were chosen to act as
judges.
The
photographs
were
chosen both for their _ beauty and
for the way in which they would
reproduce in the annual.
Thus
a small photo would not show up
as well as a large one due to the
fact that it would have to be enlarged either by a photographer
or by the engraver, and enlarging
invariably brings out some small
defect in the photograph. Also a
brown or sepia photograph would
lack the original contrast and
brilliancy when printed in the annual.
The Beauty Section has always
been one of the most interesting
and attractive parts of Taps and
the group that has been chosen
for this year is certain to increase
its much deserved popularity.
The following list contains the
girls names whose pictures will
appear in the Beauty Section and
the names of the Cadets by whom
they were turned in:
Miss Elizabeth Dargan by Cadet H. E. Gaffney; Miss Virgina Pinckney b>
Cadet Edward Sanders: Miss Lois
Lomas by Cadet C. H. Lomas;
Miss Sylvene Elrod by Cadet H.
E. Keenan; Miss Irma Dixon by
Cadet L. R. Tozier; Miss Helen
Asbill by Cadet C. M. Asbill; Miss
Elizabeth Byers by Cadet R. H.
Hope; Miss Mildred Balsley by
Cadet C. S. Johnson.
The Taps Staff desires to take
this opportunity to thank Prof.
Bradley, Prof. Seigler, and Lt.
Emory for their kindness in serving as judges.
—C. M. A.

Westinghouse

At the age of 15 a boy usually
quits running errands. He doesn't
begin again until after he marries.

ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY

With Cap and Pipe
<\JLAN a.n& tanned from work in the
open, pipe in mouth, cap pulled well
down — that's the erecting engineer,
as pictured in the magazines, and
generally as found on the job. In an
organization like Westinghouse he
occupies a pivotal place, being responsible for the erection of equipment in the field.
Take him in the electrification
of the Chilean State Railway, for
example—one of the outstanding
electrical projects of recent years.
It included not merely the electrification of 134 miles of steam
lines, but also power and sub-station equipment to convert water
power from the Andes Mountains
into electric current.
In 1922 the first shipment of substation equipment departed—but

ahead of it had already departed a
force of Westinghouse erection engineers. They went to a country that
was a stranger to railroad electrical
operation, and to the installation of
large electrical equipment. In the
134 miles of steam railway to be
electrified they encountered every
kind of topographical and engineering condition — curves, grades as
steep as 2\i per cent and as long as i 2
miles, bridges extending to 440 feet,
six tunnels, the longest 1,600 feet.
Today, two years later, these same
erection engineers are returning—
returning from a Chile, much of
whose railway traffic is moved by its
water falls; they are returning and
promptly departing again on still
other missions of electrical improvement, at home and abroad.

This advertisement is sixth in a vocational series, outlining the fields
for engineering achievement in the Westinghouse organization.
A copy of the entire series will be sent to anyone requesting it.
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you think you can do better, get
out there and try it. Maybe you
can, but until you prove it, don't
crab about the team.
And the
time they need your support most
is when they are behind. The team
showed the finishing punch Saturday night. Let the student body
show the punch every night.
It
will make the team's force stronger.

J

A MUCH BETTER week-end was the last one. Three big
events made Friday and Saturday big days in Tigertown. A
stirring Freshmen victory over the rats of Carolina, a
classic fray with the Citadel Bulldogs which the Tigers came
very close to winning, and a magnificent triumph, the second
of the season, over Tech's vaunted Yellowjackets—all these
combined to stir the Jungle lair.
******

MAYBE the colleges of Georgia
won't be so all-fired cocky about
their "practice games" with South
Carolina teams in the future, Clemson has met Tech twice and Georgia
once.
These teams are Georgia's
two conference institutions.
The
Tigers' standing in the Georgia race
is now:
Won
Lost
IV
Clemson
3
0
1000

*

*

*

BUT there's no use for the Tigers
to get over-confident now.
Overconfidence is probably the thing
that hurt most in the games which
followed the two
great victories
over Tech and Georgia at the beginning of the season.
On deck
now are -two games with Furman
and one with V. P. I. Then the
tournament in Atlanta.
Clemson
needs to beat Furman in both of
those games, one
here and one
in Greenville. It won't do not to
win a single game in the state,
even if the conference standing is
the important thing.

*

*

*

A VICTORY over V. P. I.
give the Tigers a percentage of
in their conference standing.
record to date is three victories
a defeat.

*

*

will
.800
The
and

•

AS FAR as pure class is concerned, the Citadel game Friday
night was the finest seen here this
year. That first half was a classic
of superb
basketball.
Clemson
leaped from the start like a whirlwind and showed the undoubtedly
expert Bulldogs that the Tigers
had a trick or two in their bag.
THOSE BULLDOGS have a great
team, don't doubt it. But "Pinky"
and his gallant crew came so close
to taking them into camp, that the
Tigers must be
conceded equal
honors for their play.
The two
teams seemed to be grimed in that
first half. They played like electrified demons, fighting over their
heads with inspired skill, but with
the finest and cleanest of sportsmanship.
Every Tiger and every
Bulldog is due congratulations on
his excellent play.
» • •
ONLY' ONE thing seemed to be
lacking from Clemson's play in that
Citadel game.
That was an undefinable something, usually called
the finishing punch.
The Tiger's
play in the first half was marvelous.
It was almost as good in the second half, but they couldn't quite
hold their starting pace to the finish. If they had they would have
won.

JOY came to the Tiger camp
Saturday night, when the Tigers
showed that finishing punch. The
way in
which those
Jungaleers
took all the Tech basketeers had to
give, and then handed back more
in return,, was a glorious sight
Ant in those last few moments,
the real test as to whether or not
they had that finishing punch did
not find them wanting. The Jackets
kept Clemson fighting to the last
gun, but in that last moment Clemson handed them a true Tiger
finish.
"Johnnie" Johnson made
good under fire with the winning
shot, and all the team exhibited
the finishing punch.

*

*

*

NOW let's keep that finishing
punch, and let's hand
abundant
doses of it to Furman, to V. P. I.
and, above all, to the teams we
meet in Atlanta at the tournament.

*

*

*

THE BIG SHOW is that same night. He did it in fine style, and
Southern Conference Tournament in plans to stage another parade after
Atlanta. What are we going to do the Furman game Thursday night.
* * *
down there?
"FINK" is captain-elect of the
• * *
TO the honor of Coach Cul Rich- football team. Next fall, when he
ard's scrapping Tiger cubs, be it will be leading the Jungaleers of
to strain
said that they exhibited the finish- the gridiron, he plans
every
effort
toward
keeping
their
ing punih in their game with the
Carolina rats.
They played ex- pep and spirit up. The genial, but
tremely bum basketball in the first also combative, Finklea can do that
half, but when the pinch came they thing, and his announcement o£
did their stuff.
They tied it at unquenchable determination to do
the end of regular time.
They so assures Clemson a formidable
kept it tied in an extra period, and football team in the fall of 1925.
they won it in the second extra The moleskin warriors will be saturperiod.
They showed the real ated with Tigerism.
Tigerism that is in their
and spirits.
» * •

*

bodies

ANB CLEMSON
was
thrilled
over a rat game more than we
have ever seen before. The support given those rats in the last half
and the extra periods was worthy
of the Clemson student body. Poor
support has been the rule at rat.
games in the past, and it is a crying shame.
If the cadet corps
will continue to back the
"new
boys" as it did Friday afternoon,
the Cubs will make better records
than they have in the past.
• • »
THE CHIEF contributor to the
color and interest of the varsity
basketball games here is the close
massed crowd of students with their
thunderous volleys of cheers. Only
one thing can be said against that
cheering. It is not strong enough
when the Tigers are not making the
best progress. Those men out there
are giving their all.
They are
working, while you are stitting in
the bleachers.
It's your job to
support them, not to criticize. If

realized in the next two weeks. Besides two games to be won from
Furman this week will help the standing of the Jungaleers.

•

*

*

SPRING SPORTS are rapidly preparing to take the stage. As the
curtain starts its' drop on the basketball season, track, baseball and
tennis are all warming up, with
* * *
spring football getting things ready
THAT COLOR and setting have for next fall.
* * *
been
lacking at
the
freshman
games, and the results has been a
HOAV ABOUT being a candidate
telling effect in the scores of rat for the baseball or track team.
games. Let's pack those bleachers Both need every possible bit of
for the rats, have some cheer-lead- timber. There are makings of a
ers out there to organize things star in many a man who never
and show the Cubs we are behind tried.
them as we did at the Carolina
JACK
CHANDLER,
hundredgame last Friday.
yard dash champion of Dixie in
* * *
1923, who was kept out of the
THOSE RATS have some able running last year because of sickbasketeers.
Harling looped the ness, will be a potent factor in the
long shots into the net with much success of the Tiger track team
gusto. Allison supplied the scoring this spring. It is to be hoped that
punch at the end. Rat McGione's Jack's health will not interfere in
game at center was a classic. That any way with, his track work this
is only to mention a few.
spring. All Clemson is behind him
* * *
and expecting him once more to
"JOHNNIE" JOHNSON has bound- reach his old peak of eminence.
ed to the front as a star of the He beat them all year before last.
first magnitude. He has been good We look for him to repeat this
all season, but in the last few time and graduate from Clemson
games his performances have been as the premier sprinter of the
marvels of skill and fighting spirit. Southern Conference.
The Indianan misses his shots, as
* * *
all of them do, but he's in there
T.^3 VISIT of
Major-General
every minute.
Hines, Chief of staff, United States
* * *
Army, to Columbia recalls a comCARTER NEWMAN is the lad pliment which that distinguished solwho shoots the baskets. And he's dier once paid Chandler. It was in the
fast as lighning. It was his goal spring of 1921.
The writer and
shooting, on top of the general Carter Newman went to Columbia
team-play, that beat Tech.
to represent Clemson-Calhoun High
* * *
School in the various contests, literSOME MASTERS in the art of ary and athletic, at the State High
handling a basketball have visited School Week. In the track meets,
Clemson this winter, but Captain Jack Chandler, then representing
"Pinky" Colbert doffs his hat to Sumter High School, was the leadnone of them.
ing scorer. He won first in three
* * *
events breaking a state record and
GARY FINKLEA led the celebra- tying two others.
* * »
tion after the Tech game Saturday
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THE FINAL celebration of Mr.
Finklea, he announces,
will
be
staged in Greenville, South Carolina
on the night of Thanksgiving Day.
At that time, the Clan Tiger will
once more celebrate the demise of
the Furman Purple Hurrican, a
body of wind which defeated Clemson last year. Verily, revenge is
to be sweet.

*

*

*

THANKS are due and, hereby
extended for the student body, to
Capt. Harcombe,
for the apples
which he distributed to the paraders who came to the mess hall
to cheer the basketball team, as
the cagemen were eating supper
after the Tech victory Saturday
night.

*

*

AT THE END of the contest a
banquet was tendered to all the
visitors.
General Hines was then
commanding
Camp Jackson,
at
Columbia, and he spoke. In presenting the cup for high individual
scoring to Jack, the general said,
"H I go to war again, I would
like to have an army with the
ability and competitive spirit of
this young man."

TATION WSAC HEARD
IN MARSEILLES, FRANCE
The radio station at Clemson,
WSAC, has recently established a
new distance record. This station
was heard by Jac-k Renault, 79
Reu de Bouiellet, Marseilles, France.
The report was received by Mr.
John H. Townsend, of Anderson,
S. C. who gave a piano recital
for WSAC, on Jan, 21. The postal
card written in French is translated as follows.
M. Townsend:—■
"I think it will possibly be of
interest to you to know that your
concert which was
transmitted
from station WSAC, was clearly
and distinctly received. Your rendition of Marcheta was quite elegant,

CUBS SHOW TIGERISM
BY DOWNING BIDDIES
IN FINISH BATTLE
Rat Basketeers Fight Through Two
Extra Periods to Win
Spilling that old
"Friday the
thirteenth" jynx and Carolina's
little Gamecocks all over the Clemson basketball floor, the Tiger
cubs of Coach Cul Richards furnished the fans with a real thrill
when they defeated the "Biddies"
HI to 29 last Friday afternoon.
Two extra periods after the regular
scheduled time were required to
settle the contest, and Clemson became wildly excited as the Cubs
showed their real Tiger fight.
Play was dad and slow during
the first half of the game. Carolina's frosh took the lead and held
it almost all of the regular time.
But in the second half the Cubs
snapped out of their trance and began spilling little Gamecock feathers all over the floor.
Giving a real exhibition of how
a true Tiger team scraps with unabated zeal when it is on the
little end of the score-board, the
Cubs rapidly came up from under.
Just a few moments before the gun
Rat Allison caged the basket which
tied the score. At the end of time,
the score was 23-23.
In the first extra period Rats
Allison and Munday caged baskets
which put Clemson four points
ahead.
Then the Biddies slipped
two baskets through and another
extra period became necessary.
This time the young Jungaleers
were not to be denied. Rat McGlone, who played a consistently
good game at center all the way
through, threw a goal p. mid the
general roar, and Allison caged
another, his fourth of the game.
Two free throws were the Carolina tallies of the final period.
Rat Harling was the lad who
shot the goals that started the
big rally, and, with 10 brilliant
points, he led the scoring for Clemson.
Fair and Brewer led for
Carolina.
Line-Up
Clemson (31)
Carolina (29)
Harling (10)
Fair (4)
F.
Midkiff (8)
Brewer (6)
F.
McGlone (3)
Riggins (4)
C.
Warr
Farr
G.
Martin (2)
Swink
G.
Substitutions: Clemson, Beason,
Adams, Eskew, Allison (6), Mundy
(2); Carolina, Lamar (3), Clark
(2), Shand|.
Referee, McMillian, P. C.
TEXTILES ENTERTAINED
An affair that afforded a great
deal of real home-like enjoyment
was experienced by a select few
of the members of the Senior Textile Class, on last Sunday.
That occasion was the dinner
given by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cheatham at their home.
The men
thus honored were Messrs. Tennant,
Lake, Sharp and Longly.

*

THE RANKING of teams in the
South Carolina race is quite a
muddle. Never has such class been
seen in the state before. Citadel,
Newberry, Carolina, and Furman
all have fine records. Clemson has
yet win a state game, brtie we won't
cry if our conference amtbitions are

!

Third typhoid vaccination will be given 4 to 5:30 p. m.
|

at Hospital Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, February 23, 24 and 25, 1925.
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